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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) has become a continuously growing concept with the developments of ubiquitous computing, wireless sensor networks (WSN). With the
industry 4.0 revolution, all production activities such as logistics, finance, agriculture, energy and almost all the service and infrastructure applications used by people in the
cities we live in will undergo a major change within the IoT paradigm. In this study, a prototype model has been developed and its performance is investigated. Our prototype
model can reach the advertisement data of Bluetooth Low Energy sensor devices by using container-based virtualization technology and directly working at layer 2 (L2) of
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). Virtualization mechanism for the sensor devices could help to exchange context-aware information with Internet
Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) structure. Also with virtualization may emerge interoperable sensor node platforms of heterogeneous environments from different vendors.
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INTRODUCTION

The core concept of IoT is to enable ubiquitous
computing with unique addressing of objects, to store and
exchange information without or less human interaction.
Assuming that these "things" especially those equipped
with sensors and actuators used in various production
areas, will have direct Internet access and share their
information with IPv6, the need for access and
management of these approximately 50 billion of devices
[25] will become a huge challenge.
In the process of evolving WSN technology to IoT,
emerging needs have been new challenges in the
technology world. The main requirements in IoT
technology are low power and low cost.
These
requirements make it difficult to meet standards such as
heterogeneous device management, the communication of
these devices with each other, security and privacy for IoT.
Despite the growing number of IoT protocols and
applications, there is not a global infrastructure. As is
known, protocols such as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),
ZigBee and 802.15.4 are the most preferred for IoT, and
many mobile devices on the market today support these
protocols. One of the reasons that such protocols are not
standardized in IoT and cannot reach a global
communication protocol is that the IPv6 packet structure is
not small enough to fit 802.15.4 and similar BLE packets.
The Ipv6 standard specifies the Maximum Transmission
Unit (MTU) length as 1280 bytes, but the maximum frame
size of the Physical Layer (PHY) of 802.15.4 is 127 bytes.
Although it is stated that the optional L2CAP (Logical Link
Control and Adaptation Protocol) packet fragmentation of
the BLE supports this operation, it does not clear the issue
of low energy and low cost that the 802.15.4 adopts [31].
At present, it is not possible to use Ipv6 structure in unique
addressing principles of devices using these protocols, so
IoT's internet access is performed by gateway devices or
collecting sensor data such as MQTT(Message Queue
Telemetry Transport), CoAP(Constrained Application
Protocol), REST(Representational State Transfer), XML
(Extensible Markup Language) Web services to cloud
computing environments. However, wireless sensor node
technologies have IPv6 applications on nodes that are
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typically used for Wi-Fi communication and have
minimalist operating systems such as TinyOs, Contiki or
RIOT OS. These operating systems have IPRoute and other
protocol specific features on their own. Although studies
have been conducted to transport IPv6 packets over BLE
and significant values have been obtained in terms of
performance [19] there has not yet been a formal
improvements in the Bluetooth side. In December 2016,
the Bluetooth 5 [1] version went through changes in
symbol rate and increased range by improving error
correction capabilities. Because of the increasing
communication needs of all kinds of industrial production,
healthcare, finance, energy and transport sectors and smart
cities in the near future, the IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless
Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) [28] protocol,
which has the IPv6 protocol, has been developed. Despite
the existing barriers of 802.15.4, important step was taken
for IoT with data compression methods. However, in most
6LowPAN applications, ZigBee and other 802.15.4 based
radio frequency protocols are preferred and there is no
improvement for BLE technology yet.
The rest parts of the paper are organized as follows:
the technological background of BLE and virtualization are
introduced in Section 2; related works are introduced in
Section 3; protoype setup and experimental results shown
are in Section 4; in section 5 we analyzed the performance
of the prototype system.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
Bluetooth low energy (formerly known as Bluetooth
Smart) has been developed at middle of 2000's in version
4.0 of the Bluetooth Standard [20]. BLE operates in the
unlicensed 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM)
band. BLE divides the ISM band into 40 channels with 2
MHz spacing between center frequencies. Three
predefined BLE advertisement channels (37, 38 and 39)
operate as "advertising channels". While BLE technology
was being developed, it used many features of classical
Bluetooth technology. Power consumption and data
transmission have been reduced by going through some
restrictions in the host and physical layers of classical
13
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Bluetooth. Reducing average energy consumption has
enabled these devices to be activated for a much longer
time. The reduction of the energy during data transmission
means that the data size is directly reduced. Bluetooth low
energy packets could be maximum 31 bytes long but this
size in Bluetooth classical connection is up to 65535 bytes.
In classical Bluetooth technology, when the data
transmission delay time is 400 ms, this time in BLE is 3 ms
[18].

There are two types of data packets used in BLE. These
are advertisement and data packets. While advertisement
packets are used by devices to discover, connect, and
publish data, data packets are used to carry information on
an established connection. Advertisement packets are used
by broadcaster and observer devices, while data packets are
used by master and slave devices. These packets are
separated from each other by the frequency channel they
are using. General structure of BLE packet is shown in Fig.
1.

Figure 1 General BLE packet structure [1]

The content of the header field depends on whether it
is an advertisement or a data packet. In the advertisement
packet, the header field contains the sign bit that specifies
the type of packet. This sign bit defines whether the packet
has a public or random access address. The type of
advertisement packet is also defined in the 4-bit section of
the header field. There are seven types of advertisement
packets listed in Tab. 1.
Table 1 Type of BLE advertisement packets.
Advertisement Packet Type
Value
Description
ADV_IND
0000
Connectable.
ADV_DIRECT_IND
0001
Connectable.
ADV_SCAN_IND
0110
Scannable
ADV_NONCONN_IND
0010
Not Connectable.
SCAN_RSP
0100
Scan Response.
SCAN_REQ
0011
Scan Request.
CONNECT_REQ
0101
Connection Request.

In this study ADV_IND and SCAN_RSP type
advertisement packets are used.
2.2 Virtualization
Virtualization is generally defined as an abstraction
layer between applications running on the operating system
and hardware [12]. The goal of virtualization is to provide
an integrated platform for users and applications by
bringing together disparate and independent resources.
Virtualization types can be examined under five
different headings:
 Server virtualization
 Desktop virtualization
 Application virtualization
 Storage virtualization
 Wireless sensor network virtualization.
Virtualization and network virtualization technologies
have radically changed the way of information all over the
world because of the increased needs for share and use of
resources at the enterprise level, disaster recovery and
cloud computing. At present, the number of virtual
14

machines has already exceeded the number of physical
servers [9]. Major service providers such as Google and
Yahoo serve billions of people on the internet with virtual
services. It would not have been possible for all these
activities to be realized without virtual networks or virtual
servers. All of these technologies are the basis of
communication in today's world making it impossible to
imagine a non-virtual server and network in terms of
mobility and scalability.
2.3 Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) to Software-Based
Networking (SDN)
Network virtualization can be defined as an instrument
that is used primarily to provide isolation within an existing
physical network infrastructure [14]. This structure,
created between physical resources and users, creates an
illusion that a single physical resource is being used as
multiple and different networks. The first virtualization
technologies used in computer networks started with
virtual channels used in X.25 communication [24]. Later,
the widespread adoption of virtual local area networks
(VLANs) and similarly virtual private networks (VPNs)
enabled the establishment and management of new
networks for specific purposes, while preserving the
existing security requirements of the used physical network
structures.
There are basically two technologies in network
virtualization. These are network device and link
virtualizations [34]. Virtualization of network devices
includes software or hardware based NIC(Network
Interface Card) virtualization and network switch / router
virtualization. NIC virtualization is one of the cornerstones
of this technology and is offered in the solutions of
operating system virtualization providers such as VMWare
[10], Xen [11], Microsoft [3] and Oracle[6]. In addition,
virtual switches are one of the leading components of
today's network virtualization technology. OpenvSwitch
[4] is the most preferred software-based network switch in
recent times due to its performance and reliability. Apart
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from that, there are customized Linux and Berkeley
Software Distribution (BSD) distributions such as Alpine,
VxWorks which are used as network switch/router.
Link virtualization is defined as the virtualization of
layers such as data plane / data path of network functions
or multiplexing of transmission channel with time,
frequency or code based methods in the network. Data
plane / data path virtualization has led to the emergence of
OpenFlow technology developed at Stanford University
and the development of software-based networking
technology (SDN) [30]. Although OpenFlow itself does
not provide a fully virtualized environment, OpenFlow
controllers such as FlowVisor can be considered
virtualization because it creates an abstraction between the
data path and control path layers of network switches [33].
2.4 OpenvSwitch
The network in the virtual environment is typically
created in a management domain of a simple L2network
switch or in a hypervisor. In such an environment it is
preferred that virtual machines are connected to virtual
network interfaces rather than direct access to Network
Interface Cards (NICs). Virtual switches used in such
networks provide a link between physical and virtual
interfaces. At the same time, virtual network switches also
control data traffic between virtual interfaces on the same
physical host. Unlike physical switches, which are one but
not system-to-network, virtual switches are in the main
system that uses it, and they are entirely software. This
removes the rigid structure caused by the hardware,
thereby allowing the creation of distinctive routing
functions and easily improved designs.
One of the most basic components of virtual networks,
OpenvSwitch is now available in large virtualization
systems such as VMWare, Xen, Kernel-based Virtual
Machine (KVM) and Docker, as well as in open source
software under the Apache 2.0 license. In terms of
flexibility, reliability and performance, this software,
which is the size of hardware based switches, [32] is quite
capable of setting up and managing virtual networks.
Unlike
hardware-based
network
switches,
the
OpenvSwitch without a 24-48 port limit can have a number
of ports that are allowed by the resources its own. These
features have made it a very preferred product especially in
test beds or academic network researches.
2.4 Container-Based Virtualization
There are a wide variety of server virtualization
technologies that evolve in parallel with network
virtualization technology, but they can basically be
grouped into two main groups [13], hypervisor and
container-based virtualization. Instances of hypervisorbased virtualization technologies are Xen, KVM.
Hypervisor-based virtualization provides a multitasking
environment by acting as a bridge between host and virtual
operating systems running on the host and called guest.
Hypervisor virtualization has two methodologies: system
emulation and paravirtualization without hardware
virtualization.
Container-based virtualization is an operating systemlevel virtualization technology. It can be assumed that BSD
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chroot applications began in the 1980's [29]. In containerbased virtualization, the kernel is implemented with
ABI(Application
Binary
Interface)
virtualization
technology and hypervisors are not used [35]. The basic
principle of container-based virtualization is to allocate
resources and perform isolation in the same operating
system without the need for extra hardware. Operating
systems such as OpenVZ [5], Solaris 10 [8] use this
method. Over the years, container-based virtualization
technology has become very popular and has become part
of the official Linux Kernel.
Linux Network Namespace (NetNS) which is the one
of the container-based virtualization is designed to meet the
network isolation requirement within the Linux operating
system. NetNS copies the network stack structure into a
special set of network resources assigned to one or more
processes. This resource set includes devices, IP address,
port space, route table, and more. This set also has a shell
process [16]. With these features NetNS can also be
configured as an ethernet bridge or router at the same time.
Since NetNS is a solution focused solely on network
isolation, it makes the NetNS simpler than OpenVZ and
VServer. Although it is known that there are some
conflicts in some operating systems, it is a preferred
technology in terms of container-based virtualization [15].
3

RELATED WORKS

Most network virtualization technologies have been
developed for wired networks. However, researches are
also underway for wireless networks, including mobile
cellular and sensor networks. In this context, wireless
virtualization techniques are evaluated within the context
of link virtualization [34].
Wireless sensor networks have many sensor nodes
with limited resources and are adapted to work with
specific applications. However, there are physical
difficulties in wireless virtualization technologies because
they are sensitive to data latency [22]. SDN technology
has a significant potential in the future as a good alternative
to wireless virtualization solutions. With OpenFlow,
management of network structure and topology can be
made more flexible. This approach facilitates researchers
to overcome difficulties for wireless networks [26]. For
instance, SD (Software Defined)-WSN [27], is used as a
structure that separates the control plane and the data plane
from each other based on the Sensor OpenFlow (SOF)
technology. In this architecture, sensor nodes transmit
flow-based packets while the controller centralizes all
network functions with QoS (Quality Of Service) support.
Other virtualization solution is IMPERIA [21]. IMPERIA
uses cluster structure for large scale wireless sensor
networks. At the center of each WSN cluster is a gateway
node that manages sensor nodes. These Gateway nodes are
also managed by a global controller.
Similarly, the SDN-TAP (Traffic Aware Protocol) has
been developed for congestion management and automatic
topology generation in wireless networks with using
software-based network technology to optimize
communication among wireless sensor networks [17]. On
the other hand, in the VISE (Virtualize sensing
environment) [23] the control plane and the data planes are
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separated from each other and virtualization and cloud
computing technologies are used together.
As a result of such researches, the concept of Virtual
Sensor Network (VSN) [26] has emerged in recent years
and the conceptual backgrounds of how to utilize existing
resources in the most efficient way through the
virtualization of functions of traditional sensor networks
are discussed.
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energy and proprietary wireless micro controller and 3 Volt
coin cell battery are combined (Fig. 2).

SETUP

In this study, Raspberry Pi3 [7] was used as Containerbased virtualization host. This model of Raspberry Pi3 has
integrated Bluetooth 4.1 data and BLE support. With its
hardware features, RaspberryPi3 is capable of meeting the
test environment in this work. In addition, 45 indoor
positioning BLE sensors are used for virtualization. On
these devices, CC2541 [2] SimpleLink Bluetooth low

Figure 2 BLE Indoor positioning beacon

They are used to advertise Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) values for various applications. The
CC2541 microchip is advertise building ID, room ID etc.
data order to be an example in this study. Sample packet
structure is shown Fig. 3.

Figure 3 Example advertisement data

The Raspbian Linux (Core version 4.4.50) operating
system on Raspberry Pi3 uses the prototype Python
application with pyBluez, the Python port of the Bluez
Protocol stack, and the basic Python libraries, which
transform each BLE node into a NetNS with container
based virtualization. The prototype Python application
scans and receives ADV_IND or ADV_SCAN_RSP
information from sensor devices then adds them an unique

list of devices. While adding device to list, it creates a
container that uses OpenvSwitch and NetNS commands.
The container is created in Linux and each corresponding
sensor device receives a real IP address of the campus via
a DHCP server in the network where the study is being
done. At the same time, these containers run a simple
REST server application on them. The model created by
the virtualizer application can be seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 Prototype system and created model. Although the number n, which indicates the number of sensors, has no limit, in theory, it can be limited to 64 in terms of
communication performance
16
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The pseudocode of the functions used to find BLE
enabled devices and process the data is shown in Fig. 5.
In this work, BLE data obtained by the virtualizer
application stored into devices object. For each item in this
list own advertisement data send to server running in the

corresponding virtual namespace instantaneously. In the
experiment applied in this study, a sample screen produced
by the virtualization software for 45 beacon devices and the
response of the REST server representing the virtual
devices is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 5 Pseudocode of the virtualizer application

Figure 6 Indoor positioning beacons and virtual servers.
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RESULTS

The average duration of Namespace creation on the
platform used for 45 BLE Indoor positioning beacon
devices measured is 2,504 seconds. This duration includes
the sum of the DHCP response/request times and container
creation for the BLE devices that are found within the
communication range of the virtualization software. It is
considered that this value is acceptable level for the
application, such as Raspberry Pi3 platform.

The details of the namespace creation times for devices
are depicted in Fig. 7.
The REST server running on namespaces created have
been tested for performance over concurrent 50 users on
the fly. As a result, it has been calculated that these servers
are able to respond for an average of 1180 ms for requests.
Globally it has been seen that 400 users' requests can be
met on average.

Figure 8 Number of requests and durations

Figure 7 Network Namespace creation with assigned IP address
Tehnički vjesnik 28, 1(2021), 13-19

The results obtained are shown in the graphs in Fig. 8
and 9.
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Figure 9 Response time distribution in milliseconds
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CONCLUSIONS

It is envisaged in the near future that the smart devices
used in energy, finance, agriculture, logistics and any kind
of production will be accessible to the internet and
communication with each other. Currently, these
communication technologies have been used in some
aspects. One of the important components of the IoT
paradigm is that the sensor and actuator devices used in e
any production fields as well as the regular devices used on
a daily basis will have access to the internet. The basic
requirements of this access are low power consumption and
low cost as well as IPv6 technology. But, it seems that the
technologies for realizing these three components at the
same time are still in trial stage. Ipv6 enabled
communication conditions do not seem to provide low
power consumption in wireless sensor networks and IoT
applications. Except Wi-Fi solutions at the present,
Bluetooth low energy, ZigBee and other technologies
today have obstacles to IPv6 communication and there are
currently no practical solutions to be used effectively. In
this study, a prototype method and software for providing
IPv6 communication by using container-based
virtualization method for low power consumption sensor
devices that BLE enabled and do not have micro operating
system have been developed and tested. Our prototype
seems to be a useful approach in terms of the number of
instant users and responsiveness to web requests except for
critical tasks. Container-based virtualization is expected to
provide developers and manufacturers with an opportunity
for future security concerns in IoT applications as the
features of the Linux operating system.
Another advantage is that the services and
characteristics of the actuator devices will be able to be
controlled more flexibly thanks to the advantages provided
by virtualization. This generalization can also be a
promising approach to establishing a standard for the
functionality of many different IoT-enabled sensors and
actuators.
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